SPRINGS FOR LIFE

The Springs for Life Society: A Commitment to Lifelong Giving is a giving society for those who pledge to contribute to the Indian Springs School Annual Fund, in some way, every year. The following people have made commitments to Springs for Life and contribute to Springs each year.

Susan and John Abbot '80
Kelly and Robert Aland '80
Cara Adams and David Anthony
Elizabeth and Bob Athey '59
Neal and Krissie Ames '92 Axon
Candi and C.P. Bagby '63
Callen Bair '01
Monica Shovlin and Chris Baxley '79
David Bloom '08
Gene and Kenzie Brannon '56
Neely Bruce '60
Melanie Buffett-Ingraffia '90
Patricia and Ehney Camp '60
Frank and Lisa Dean '81 Columbia
Anna and Chandler Cox
Christianna and Tom Crittenden '72
Allan Cruse '59
Jeff and Hanelle Culpepper '88 Meier
Mary Lee and David Darby '61
Marilyn and Gordon Doss '56
Cathy and Mell Duggan '76
Lisa and Alan Engel '73
Ginny and Joe Farley '81
Hank and Elise May '88 Frohsin
Diane and Tom Gamble '60
Ann and Richard Goldstein '69
Kathleen and Jesse Graham '56
John '95 and Sarah Urist '98 Green
William Hawley '08
Sally and Greg Hawley '75
Carla and Larry Hawley '68
Nancy and Tommy Healey '62
Ronne and Donald Hess '66
Heidi Hess '89 and James Rucker
Mary and Mark Howard '70
Kelly Johnson '92
Sara Kim '89
Bob and Emily Hess '01 Levine
Nathan and Lisa Hess '95 Lowrie
Cecilia and Alan Matthews '68

Edith and Henry McHenry '68
Carter McLean '06
Lee and Mac Moncus '60
Susanna Myers '90 and Gerry Pampaloni
Molly Myers '92 and Rick Hatfield
Naomi Nelson '93 and Louis Doench
Christy and David Nelson '93
Julie and Mark Nelson '88
Marcia and Mike Nichols '70
Bill and Frances Ross '77 Nolan
Susan Hazlett and Ed Norman '79
Jamie and Greg Odrezin
Libby and Dennis Pantazis
David and Susan Dillard '80 Phillips
Elizabeth and Wilmer Poynor '80
Teresa and Max Pulliam '77
Laura and Erskine Ramsay '64
Michele and Rod Reisner '84
Cindi and Michael Routman '72
Steve '84 and Ginger Grainger '86 Rueve
Lia and Rusty Rushton '74
Betsy and Daniel Russakoff '92
Mary Helmer and Mark Sabel '84
Jay Saxon '01
Sue and Allan Solomon '68
Janet Perry Stewart
Linda and Leo Sullivan-Bashinsky '64
Becky Thomas '81
Michele Thompson '83
Kathy and Tommy Thomson
Susan and Carlisle Towery '55
Nan and Doug Unkenholz
Dorrie Fuchs and Gareth Vaughan
Mark Waldo '75
Ellen and Jim Walker '80
Randolph and Helen Deas '82 Walton
Prince and Holly Ellis '84 Whatley
Alexa Whitehead '01